Selected Bibliography of Completed Theses and Dissertations Related to North Carolina Subjects

COMPiled by ANNE MILLER AND LANG BARADELL

This compilation continues the “Selected Bibliography of Completed Theses and Dissertations Related to North Carolina Subjects, 1974–1978” published in the January 1979 issue of the North Carolina Historical Review and the supplements published annually in January since 1979. Titles included in this bibliography were derived from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses,1 as well as from graduate offices, history departments, and libraries at North Carolina’s universities.

Entries are listed alphabetically by author under the field in which the degree was awarded or a related field, followed by the title of the thesis or dissertation, the type of degree, and the name of the university granting the degree. The year in which the degree was awarded and the number of pages have been included when available.

In order to conserve space, the names of some North Carolina universities have been abbreviated.

ASU Appalachian State University
Duke Duke University
ECSU Elizabeth City State University
ECU East Carolina University
FSU Fayetteville State University
GWU Gardner-Webb University
NCSU North Carolina State University
UNC-CH University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
UNCG University of North Carolina at Greensboro
UNCW University of North Carolina at Wilmington
WCU Western Carolina University
WFU Wake Forest University

1. ProQuest Digital Dissertations, ProQuest Information and Learning Company, 789 E. Eisenhower Parkway, P.O. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346, http://www.proquest.com/products_umi/dissertations/individuals.shtml. Web download, paper, and microform copies of many of the titles included in this bibliography are available from ProQuest. In addition, manuscript or microfilm copies of theses and dissertations usually may be read in the libraries of universities granting the degree, and copies of some of the titles may be available through interlibrary loan. Some theses and dissertations are also available online through university library Web sites.
African American Studies


BROWNE, ERROL TSEKANI. Anna Julia Cooper and Black Women's Intellectual Tradition: Race, Gender, and Nation in the Making of a Modern Race Woman, 1892–1925. Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 2008. 422 pp.


JOYNER, MARIETA DAVIS. Education of Deaf African Americans in Washington, D.C., and Raleigh, N.C., during the 19th and 20th Centuries, through the Eyes of Two Heroes and a Shero. Ph.D., University of Massachusetts Amherst, 2008. 208 pp.


KEA, LEON. Identification of Variables Influencing High Achievement among Urban Black Middle and High School Students in One County in North Carolina. Ph.D., Capella University, 2009. 175 pp.


BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THESSES AND DISSERTATIONS


Appalachian Studies


Archaeology and Anthropology


Education


ANTOLAK, DIANE. An Analysis of the Impact that School Improvement Sanctions Have on the Proficiency Levels of Students’ Reading Performance Composites from Selected Middle Schools in North Carolina That Have Not Made Adequate Yearly Progress for Five Consecutive Years. Ed.D., FSU, 2009.


MURRAY, MICHAEL LEE. The Story of Buncombe County Schools’ Change to a Middle School Concept. Ed.D., WCU, 2008. 90 pp.


SWINDLER, NICHOL HOLLAND. Middle School Cultures and Student Achievement. Ph.D., University of Southern Mississippi, 2009. 146 pp.


Film, Fine Arts


Folklore


Geography and Ecology

Hispanic Studies


Historic Preservation


History

LECHTRECK, ELAINE ALLEN. Southern White Ministers and the Civil Rights Movement. Ph.D., Union Institute and University, 2008. 280 pp.
Journalism and Mass Communication


Linguistics


Literature


Native American Studies


Parks and Recreation

Political Science and Public Policy


Sociology


Mr. Baradell is coeditor of the third volume of The Papers of James Iredell in the Historical Publications Section, North Carolina Office of Archives and History.